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Recommended supplier to the Association of Conservative Clubs

Make more money 
with Dransfields  

your local partner in profit

Huge range of machines available for 
immediate delivery! 

FANTASTIC INSTALLATION DEALS ON: 
•  Fruit machines 
•  B3A machines 
•  Pull tab products 
•  Multi-game quiz machines 
•  Jukeboxes 
•  Pool tables 
•   Family entertainment

DRANSFIELDS MARKET-LEADING PULL TABS
Earn DransCash Points with 
every box of tickets you 
purchase – redeemable for 
fantastic gifts for your club! 

...AND EXCLUSIVE TO DRANSFIELDS: 

•  State-of-the-art Digital Games  Compendium 
•  Something for all your members to enjoy!
•  You won’t get this from any other supplier!
Give more choice to your  
customers with Dransfields!
Call 0345 644 9414 

www.dransfields.com

GUARANTEED
rapid response 

service from 

local engineers 
WHEREVER 
YOU ARE!

Message From The 
Chief Executive

I wish all readers of the 
Magazine a Happy New 

Year and I am sure we are all in 
agreement in hoping for a better 
2021 than 2020. At the time of 
writing, Tier 4 restrictions have 
just been introduced to large parts 
of the Country, the Christmas 
bubble plans have been curtailed, 
travel to and from the UK has 
been severely restricted and the 
entire hospitality industry faces 
a very uncertain few months. It 
can therefore feel difficult to be 
optimistic about the next few 
months but with vaccinations 
now taken place, I believe we can 
see some light at the end of the 
tunnel and that with some luck, 
hopefully Clubs will be able to 
welcome their Members back 
soon. 

It is difficult to find things to 
be grateful for during the past 
year but we must acknowledge 
that whilst times have been 
tough most Clubs have been 

able to find a way through, 
aided heavily by the furlough 
scheme, business rates holiday 
and Government grants. There 
will be calls for more help and 
assistance to be provided and 
the ACC will always be leading 
those calls but we must reflect 
on how much worse the situation 
would have been but for the 
Government stepping in early 
with significant help for wages, 
rates and grants. It is important 
to remember the significant help 
and support that the hospitality 
sector has been provided, help 
and support which would have 
seemed impossible just twelve 
months ago. 

It is with this ‘looking on the 
bright side’ message that I hope 
all the readers of the magazine 
are healthy and happy and that 
we can all work together to get 
through the next few difficult 
months and hopefully be in a 
better place in the Spring. 
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Chancellor Rishi Sunak has 
extended the furlough scheme for 
one month until the end of April 
2021.

It means the government 
will continue to pay 80% of the 
wages of workers who have been 
furloughed.

Mr Sunak also confirmed 
he would be extending the 
government-guaranteed Covid-19 
business loan schemes until the end 
of March.

The government will continue to 

pay 80% of the salary of employees 
for hours not worked until the end 
of April.

Employers will only be required 
to pay the wages, National 
Insurance (NI) contributions and 
pensions for hours worked, as well 
as NI contributions and pensions 
for hours not worked.

The eligibility criteria for the 
UK-wide scheme will remain 
unchanged and these changes will 
continue to apply to all devolved 
administrations.

Furlough Scheme 
Extended

The Chancellor has announced that 
the Jobs Retention Bonus of £1,000 
per employee to be paid in January 
2021 has been postponed.

It is still planned that a “retention 
incentive” will be implemented 
and that would be deployed at an 
“appropriate time”.

Jobs Retention Bonus 
Delayed

As a reminder, Clubs which are 
currently closed due to coronavirus 
restrictions have financial 
assistance available to them from 
their local authority. This is in 
addition to the furlough scheme 
which Clubs should be using 
if they are closed or operating 
reduced hours.
English Clubs will be eligible for 
the following grant funding:

For properties with a rateable 
value of £15k or under, grants to be 
£1,334 per month, or £667 per two 
weeks;

For properties with a rateable 
value of between £15k-£51k grants 
to be £2,000 per month, or £1,000 
per two weeks;

For properties with a rateable 
value of £51k or over grants to be 
£3,000 per month, or £1,500 per 
two weeks.

Please contact your local 
authority to ensure you receive the 
applicable grant.
For Welsh Clubs:
For most Welsh clubs the ERF 
Sector Specific Support is worth 
£1,500 per employee up to a 
maximum of £15,000 - see further 
details below.

To summarise at the current time 
a Welsh club should be eligible for 
three levels of grant support:

1. ERF Restrictions Business 
Fund – this is a lump sum grant 
based on rateable value (RV), 

Grants Reminder

The ERF Sector Specific Support 
(operating cost) package is targeted 
at Hospitality, Tourism and Leisure 
(HTL) businesses or supply chain 
companies who are materially 
impacted with a greater than 60% 
impact of turnover as a result of the 
restrictions.

Eligible businesses will have to 
be employing staff via PAYE, and 
either VAT registered or (exempt 
from VAT) with turnover above 
£85,000, or limited companies 
with turnover above £50,000.

Businesses who have accessed 
the ERF Restrictions Business 
Fund could also apply for this 

fund if they met the eligibility 
requirements.

For eligible businesses the 
package of support will provide the 
following grant awards:

• For single employee business, 
minimum grant of £2,500

• SMEs (up to 249 employees) 
- £1,500 per employee up to 
a maximum of 10 employees, 
representing £15,000; or for those 
employing more than 10, £1,500 
per employee or self-declared 
operating costs for the restricted 
period (whichever is the lower 
amount).

Summary ERF Sector 
Specific Support:

We are aware that some establishes 
are bypassing the Tier substantial 
food restrictions by stating that 
they are music venues or holding 
concerts and therefore classify as a 
music venue. 

Whilst we acknowledge that 
some establishments are going 
down this route, we are still, as 
yet, unsure if it would be legal for 
Clubs to adopt. Essentially, a Club 
would claim to be a concert hall 
because it has live music on. By 
similar logic, a Club could claim 
to be a cinema by showing a film. 
We are dubious if a Licensing 

Officer would accept either one of 
those arguments.

Our suggestion to ACC Clubs is 
to either directly ask for permission 
from their licensing authority for 
this type of event or to monitor 
similar premises which may be 
holding these types of events to see 
if they have any problems.

We are not at the stage of 
advising our Clubs that these are 
legal methods to avoid the need to 
avoid substantial food but we will 
continue to monitor this situation 
and will revise our advice if 
required.

Live Music

 

Are you struggling with a mountain 
of administration problems?    

Do you find it difficult to cope with 
managing your accounts, cash flow, 

wages and inland revenue reporting?  

YDP can assist with Bookkeeping, 
Payroll, Audit & Accounts,  
Stocktaking & Consultancy 

 

Welcome To YDP Limited 
The ACC’s recommended supplier for all of your                    

financial management needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call us on 01933 358080 or email info@ydp.co.uk  

to discuss how we can make your life easier 

£3,000 for RV below £12,000 or 
£5,000 for RV between £12,000 to 
£51,000; this has been received by 
many clubs from their local council 
in the last few days. For the vast 
majority of clubs which received 
the previous lockdown grants no 
application is required, however, 
if the previous lockdown grant was 
not received you should contact the 
local council to apply.

2. The furlough payments, as 
mentioned above.

3. Sector specific support 
of £1,500 per employee up to 
£15,000 applications open from 
the 11th January 2021, see below 
for further details. A triage tool 
to check eligibility for this grant 
opened today see: - https://
fundchecker.businesswales.gov.
wales/sectorspecificgrant/ To use 
the checker you will need staff 
numbers, club’s rateable vale 
and for those with over 10 staff 
estimated monthly operating costs.

Since our previous update, we have 
received clarification that under 
the new Tier 2 Rules, Clubs which 
do not have a kitchen but wish 
to remain open can enter into an 
agreement with a local supplier, 
such as a take away or similar 
food supplier, to supply substantial 

meals to Members when they order 
drinks.

This will be helpful to Clubs 
which do not have the facilities 
themselves to provide food but 
wish to remain open.

Clubs wishing to adopt this 

Food Update For Clubs 
Without Kitchens
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ACC Services
Loans
Loans can be arranged from as little as £1,000 to £500,000. We 
provide loans at competitive simple interest rates, currently 4.75%, 
and all loans commence with a three year period of fixed interest. 
Loans are repaid over a term to be agreed on an individual basis 
with each Club in order to create a manageable and sensible time 
frame for repayment. 

Sale and Leaseback
Since launching the ACC Sale and Leaseback service, over 70 
Clubs have entered into this arrangement with the ACC. 

Under what circumstances would a Sale and Leaseback be 
appropriate? The most successful examples of ACC Sale and 
Leasebacks are Clubs which have a dedicated Committee and 
Membership and want to secure their Club’s future. By unlocking 
the Club’s freehold, Clubs can be provided the means of repaying 
debt, often undertaking refurbishments and providing a significant 
cash sum. The rent payable to the ACC following the completion of 
a Sale and Leaseback can often be less than a Club was paying 
for servicing debt. 

Documentation Available Free Of Charge
ACC Room Hire Agreement  - The room hire agreement is 
designed to be completed at the time a booking and includes 
space for a deposit to be taken to secure the room is applicable.  
ACC Catering Franchise Pack - The ACC Catering Franchise 
pack can be used by Clubs which have a franchisee who uses 
the Club’s facilities to prepare and serve food within the Club. 
The Franchisee Contract permits the Committee to decide if the 
franchisee shall pay a set fee per month to the Club for use of the 
Club’s facilities, shall pay to the Club a percentage of the profits 
from the sale of food or that a combination of both methods of 
remuneration shall be utilised.   
Health and Safety and Risk Assessment Documentation - The 
ACC has extensive documentation to assist a Club in creating a 
Health and Safety policy and conducting regular risk assessments. 
This documentation is available free of charge. Examples include 
template health and safety documentation, risk assessment forms 
and practical advice on completing a Club risk assessment and 
first aid information. 
Candidates for Admission Sheets – The admission sheets can 
be posted on the Club’s Notice Board to detail prospective new 
Members and have spaces for: Date, Candidate Name, Address, 
Occupation, Proposer, Seconder.

Trusteeship
The ACC Trusteeship Service is a free facility offered by the ACC. 
The transfer of Trusteeship to the ACC has increasingly become 
popular amongst unincorporated clubs and there are two main 
benefits for the Club.  The first is that the ACC will pay for all legal 
expenses involved with the transfer of Trusteeship. The second is 
that the Association’s financial and legal resources are such that 
the Club’s position will be greatly strengthened when negotiating 
loans or defending itself against legal action taken by a third party.  

The ACC do not become involved with the day to day business 
of any Club for which we act as Trustee. The Club will continue 
to be able to call upon the ACC for advice on any matter without 
needing to make reference to our Trusteeship.  We will only act 
on behalf of the Club in accordance with the lawful instructions of 
the Committee and Members. The Club Committee will therefore 
continue to run the Club’s affairs and will only refer matters to the 
ACC as and when they consider it appropriate to do so.

To obtain any of the documentation packages please email charles@toryclubs.co.uk
or phone 0207 222 0843.  To enquire about any of the ACC’s financial assistance packages please email 

assistance@toryclubs.co.uk or phone 0207 222 0843.

ACC Contracts of Employment

Dated

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF CLUB ]

- and -

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF EMPLOYEE ]

CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

(STANDARD TERMS)

© Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd

Contract of
Employment

BAR MANAGER

Dated

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF CLUB ]

- and -

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF EMPLOYEE ]

CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

(STANDARD TERMS)

© Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd

Joint Contract of
Employment

STEWARD
AND STEWARDESS

Dated

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF CLUB ]

- and -

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF EMPLOYEE ]

CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

(STANDARD TERMS)

© Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd

Contract of
Employment

STANDARD TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS

Dated

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF CLUB ]

- and -

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF EMPLOYEE ]

CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

(STANDARD TERMS)

© Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd

Contract of
Employment

STEWARD
(PARTNER NOT EMPLOYED)

The ACC are pleased to supply a range of Employment Contracts.  These contracts are designed specifically to comply with the needs of ACC 
Clubs and are produced to a high quality with a glossy finish. All Contracts were fully revised and updated in 2015, with minor revisions made 
in 2016, and are compliant with all current UK legislation. We recommend that all Clubs use our current contracts of employment for their 
employees. 

All Contract Packs now include a high quality and durable employee disciplinary and grievance policy handbook which should assist both 
Clubs and employees when these issues arise.  Contracts for use with employees who live on the Club’s premises now come with a specifically 
drafted Service Occupancy Agreement for the employees, and their partners if applicable, to sign in relation to their accommodation.  

Our newest introduction to our contracts range is a contract of employment for use by Clubs which employ Bar Managers.  We know that 
many Clubs employ Bar Managers as opposed to Club Stewards and we are pleased to now supply a specific contract pack for Bar Managers.  

The contracts which are offered by the ACC are as follows:

Please contact the ACC with any questions regarding the new contracts of  
employment.

To order any of  the above contract packs please place an order online at
www.toryclubs.co.uk, email charles@toryclubs.co.uk or phone 0207 222 0868. 

Standard Terms and 
Conditions of Employment
Appropriate for a wide 
range of Club Employees 
(bar employees, cleaners, 
general part time employees 
etc.).  Each contract pack 
costs £15 and includes:
2 x Standard Terms and 
Conditions of Employment 
Contract
2 x Club Employee 
Disciplinary and Grievance 
Policy Handbook.

Steward Contract
Appropriate for a Club 
employing a Steward with 
or without accommodation 
included. Each contract pack 
costs £25 and includes:
2 x Club Steward Contract
2 x Service Occupancy 
Agreement
2 x Club Employee 
Disciplinary and Grievance 
Policy Handbook.

Steward and Stewardess 
Joint Contract

Appropriate for a Club 
employing a Steward and 
Stewardess on a joint 
contract of employment with 
or without accommodation 
included. Each contract pack 
costs £25 and includes:
2 x Club Steward and 
Stewardess Contract
2 x Service Occupancy 
Agreement
2 x Club Employee 
Disciplinary and Grievance 
Policy Handbook.

Bar Manager Contract
Appropriate for a Club 
employing a Bar Manager 
without accommodation. 
Each contract pack costs 
£20 and includes:
2 x Bar Manager Contract
2 x Club Employee 
Disciplinary and Grievance 
Policy Handbook.

Club Club Secretary/
Administrator Contract

Appropriate for Clubs which 
employ, rather than elect, 
a Club Secretary. Each 
contract pack costs £20 and 
includes:
2 x Club Secretary Contract
2 x Club Employee 
Disciplinary and Grievance 
Policy Handbook.

Dated

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF CLUB ]

- and -

----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ NAME OF EMPLOYEE ]

CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

(STANDARD TERMS)

© Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd

Contract of
Employment

CLUB SECRETARY /
ADMINISTRATOR
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Questions and Answers

CLUB LAW AND MANAGEMENT
 From page 3

system should display the take 
away menus on their tables or 
advise customers where to find 
the menus and to ensure that food 
has been ordered by the Member 
before commencing a supply of 
alcohol to that Member.

Any type of take away 
establishment will apply - Fish 
and Chips, India, Chinese etc. In 
theory, there is nothing to prevent 
multiple takeaway premises 

Further to the announcement 
yesterday regarding the prohibition 
on alcohol sales, we can confirm 
that this does apply to Welsh ACC 
Clubs.

Welsh Clubs can decide to 
remain open selling food and soft 
drinks but will have to close at 6pm 
each day.

We therefore, regretfully, 
expect most of our Clubs in 

Wales to close from Friday for the 
foreseeable future since for many 
Clubs it does not make financial 
sense to open for daytime trading 
hours and without the ability to 
sell alcohol.

Wales has also announced a 
national lockdown which means 
Welsh Clubs will have to close in 
any event until the lockdown is 
lifted. 

Welsh Clubs Updatebeing utilised to provide the 
substantial meal component 
which is required when a supply 
of alcohol is made.

However, allowing customers to 
bring food into the premises that 
has been purchased elsewhere in 
order to consume alcohol remains 
prohibited. The food must be 
ordered by the Member whilst they 
are in the Club and then served to 
them at the table they have been 
served alcohol.

Q Given the Covid situation, 
do you have any advice for 

2021 Subscriptions? 

A We believe that Club 
Committees should be 

provided with wide discretion 
over the administration of 2021 
subscriptions.  We know some 
Clubs are offering a reduced rate 
subscription to account for the 
Club being closed for a large part 
of 2020. Some Clubs are delaying 
accepting subscriptions until later 
in 2021 to keep Members safe. 
The Committee needs to take 
the appropriate decision, with 
reference to the Tier that the Club 
is in. We simply suggest that when 
an AGM for 2021 can be held that 
the Members are asked to endorse 
the decision of the Committee. 

Q Life membership and the 
criteria which may allow 

such an honour are varied. 
Are there any guidelines, 
benchmarks or precedents 
which you can advise? 

I appreciate that there will 
be various opinions on what 
should be required for this 
facility to be given to a member 
and I am also wary of allowing 
the “floodgates” to open so that 
every “Tom, Dick, and Harry” 
can be put forward for this 
desirable position.

A The problem which you have 
raised is not uncommon.  In 

most clubs the qualification for 
life membership was set probably 
before the First World War and in a 
great number of clubs the rules for 
this type of membership have not 
been changed since the late 1800s.
It is not that long ago when a 
man who reached sixty five was 
considered to be elderly and to 
have done quite well.  Therefore 
it is not uncommon to see a life 

membership qualification of, 
perhaps, twenty years continuous 
membership and to have attained 
the age of sixty.  Whilst I am not 
saying this is not an achievement 
many clubs no longer regard this 
as a qualification to warrant Life 
membership.

Many clubs are now changing 
their rules in order to either raise 
the bar for Life membership or to 
convert this class of membership 
to be determined by the 
Committee for some recognised 
service to the club.  Ultimately, 
it is up to each individual club to 
determine whether to continue 
with Life membership, to alter the 
qualification for Life membership 
or to leave the qualification as it is.

Importantly, if the rules are 
amended then all existing Life 
members and future candidates for 
Life membership are bound by the 
new terms.  You will appreciate 
that a person who has enjoyed free 
subscription for a length of time 
may not be particularly pleased 
about any change which involves 
becoming liable for subscription 
again.  As such, some clubs have 
altered the qualification for Life 
membership but have only applied 
this to future candidates.

Q We have been approached 
by a person who wishes 

to transfer his membership of 
another affiliated club to our 
club.  He has been a member of 
the other club for a number of 
years and has recently retired to 
our area.

A I am afraid it is not possible for 
membership to be transferred 

from club to club.  Each member 
club is legally autonomous and 
governed by its authorised rules.  
Therefore, in order to become a 
member of any club it is necessary 
to be elected in accordance with 
that club’s own rules.

Q My Committee have 
voted to charge all guests 

and visitors to our club a daily 
membership of £1 and to 
encourage full membership 
application.  Have you had any 
experience of this?

A It is not possible under the 
Licensing Act 2003 to offer 

membership to guests and visitors 
in the way you described.  By 
reference to Section 62 of the Act, 
an interval of two days must elapse 
between nomination and election 
to membership, or if no nomination 
is required, between election 
and admission to the facilities of 
membership.

I do understand why your 
Committee wish to encourage 
people to visit your club but the 
method described does not comply 
with your club’s club Premises 
Certificate.

Q Our Club is aware that all 
electrical equipment must 

be subject to PATs (portable 
appliance tests). We have carried 
out this work at some expense but 
we cannot find out how frequently 
these tests should occur.  We 
are receiving conflicting advice.  
What are the guidelines?

A  I have referred your question 
to a leading insurance provider 

and this is the guidance that they 
issue on the subject.  You may wish 
to check with your own insurance 
provider to check that they concur.

“There are two types of test. A 
“formal visual inspection”, which 
can be carried out by competent 
employees and a “combined 
inspection and testing” which is 
more likely to be carried out by 
contractors. Most faults can be 
identified by the formal visual 
inspections – physical damage 
to cables or plugs, non standard 

joints including taped joins in the 
cable, burn marks or equipment 
being used in unsuitable dusty 
or damp environments. However 
other faults can only be identified 
by “combined inspection and 
testing”. Frequencies for both tests 
vary depending on the equipment 
and environment. Hand tools in an 
industrial environment may need 
6 monthly tests, computers in an 
office may only need 2 yearly visual 
checks and 5 yearly formal test.”

Q We have always had 
a “Joint” Subscription 

category which is slightly 
cheaper than two Single 
memberships.  Although 
originally intended for married 
members, we did extend this 
to male and female partners 
some years ago. A gay couple 
on renewing their memberships 
have now applied for a Joint 
Subscription.  Are we legally 
obliged to accept it them as 
Joint members?

A I would strongly advise the 
Committee to accept an 

application for joint membership 
from a gay couple.

The Equalities Act clearly states 
that discrimination based purely 
on gender is not acceptable and so 
it would be wrong for the club to 
discriminate on who can apply for 
a joint membership purely because 
of the applicants genders.   Since 
this membership has already been 
extended to non-married couples 
there seems to be no reason that 
a gay couple would not be able to 
apply for joint membership.   

In any event, considering that 
they are already existing members 
and given the small difference in 
cost between normal memberships 
and a joint membership, it would 
seem trivial for the Committee to 
become overly caught up on this 
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CLUB LAW AND MANAGEMENT
point.  It is unlikely that the vast 
majority of members know what 
membership rates others have paid 
and it is unlikely that any attention 
will be paid in this situation by 
anyone else.

Q Our club has always 
welcomed IA Ticket 

holders from other clubs but 
recently a group of members 
from a neighbouring club have 
been using our club four or five 
times a week.  The committee 
wish to impose a ban on all IA 
Ticket holders who live within 
five miles of the club.  Is this 
acceptable?

A Regulation 8 of the Rules and 
Regulations governing the IA 

Ticket Scheme reads as follows –
‘The committee of every Inter-

Affiliated club reserves to itself the 
right to make Special Regulations 
(subject to permission of the ACC 
Council) as to the admission of 
Inter-Affiliated members, in which 
case, a copy of the same shall 
be exhibited on the club notice 
board.  Such permission shall not 
be required for the exclusion of 
Inter-Affiliation Ticket holders 
whose permanent habitation is 

within a radius of ten miles of club 
premises.  The holder of an Inter-
Affiliation Ticket is reminded that 
admission to an Inter-Affiliated 
club is an act of courtesy which can 
be withheld in the interests of the 
club, on any occasion, or in respect 
of any individual at the discretion 
of the club committee of any Inter-
Affiliated club.’

The object of this regulation is to 
prevent members of one club, with 
possibly a low annual subscription, 
from using the facilities of a 
neighbouring club that has a 
higher rate of annual subscription 
on a regular, if not daily, basis.  
Therefore, the committee of any 
Inter-Affiliated club reserves the 
right to impose a radius restriction 
on IA Ticket holders.

Due to the fact that Regulation 
8 also provides committees of 
Inter-Affiliated clubs with the 
authority to refuse the admission 
of any IA Ticket holder–if this is 
considered to be in the interests of 
the club–we suggest that overall 
radius restrictions are not imposed.  
Club committees should instead 
rely on the authority provided by 
Regulation 8 to simply restrict 
those IA Ticket holders who seek 
to use the IA Ticket Scheme as 
a method of regularly enjoying 

the facilities of a club which, for 
whatever reason, they have chosen 
not to join.

In short, therefore, committees 
are advised not to permit a few ‘bad 
apples’ jeopardising the enjoyment 
of neighbouring IA Ticket holders 
who do not wish to abuse the 
Scheme but who would like to 
occasionally visit other local clubs.

Q I have been informed that 
a single objection to a 

membership application from 
an existing member should 
disqualify the candidate from 
election to membership.  I 
have always been under the 
impression that the Committee 
had sole discretion over 
membership applications.

A You are correct.  Whilst 
members may object 

to a person’s application for 
membership, it is the Committee 
that makes the final decision in 
accordance with the requirements 
of the club’s own individual rules.  
It is usual for two votes against 
admission to exclude a candidate.
Therefore, it is possible to have 
a situation whereby no members 
object to a nomination but 
the candidate is rejected by a 

Committee, or where several 
members object to a nomination 
and the Committee elect the 
candidate to membership.  
Ultimately, the authority to elect or 
reject candidates for membership is 
vested solely in the Committee.  
However, a Committee would 
be wise to consider the views 
of members when making their 
decision to elect a candidate for 
membership, since this is the 
reason why candidates’ names are 
posted on the club Notice Board 
prior to election taking place. 

Q Are the members able to 
call an SGM to overrule 

a Committee decision not to 
allow someone to become a 
member?

A The election of members is a 
matter which is vested solely 

in the Committee. Two votes 
against admission will exclude a 
candidate. There is no appeal and 
even the members at a Special 
General Meeting would not have 
the authority to overturn this 
decision. A rejected candidate may 
not re-apply until a period of one 
year has elapsed and a rejected 
candidate may not be admitted as a 
member’s Guest. 

Supplying Clubs for over 50 years!
YOUR FIRST CHOICE FOR
BESPOKEDIARIES
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Membership Cards - Bespoke or Stock Design

Menus • Pocket Diaries • Posters • Signs

Club Stationery - from receipt pads to letterheads

Bound minutes of meetings - confi dentiality assured

Have we missed anything?

Give us a call on 024 7638 2713 or

Email perkins-nuneaton@btconnect.com

OKEDIARIES

Perkins
OF NUNEATON

Printing, Bookbinding & Casemaking

ureded

m
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Club Dinner

(Formal Dress)

JANUARY 2010 

Week 2

4 Monday 

5 Tuesday 

6 Wednesday

7 Thursday

8 Friday

9 Saturday

10 Sunday

 

Spring meeting

(Club Championship Qualifying)

 

Junior Medal

1.30pm-2pm

Mixed Greensome

Seniors Open

Crooke Medal (Main Day) (L)

8.00-10.00
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INGESTRE PARK GOLF CLUB

Ingestre Park Golf Club - Local Rules
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1. OUT OF BOUNDS (Rule 27)

Beyond all boundary fences. The hedge behind the 

18th green. in or beyond the ditch to the right of 

the 17th fairway. Players must not cross boundary 

fences except the fence to the right of the 4th 

fairway where permission is clearly given on a 

Notice next to a stile.

2. WATER HAZARDS (Rule 26)

All areas defined by yellow stakes.

3. LATERAL WATER HAZARDS (Rule 26)

All areas defined by red stakes.

NOTES:

a) Bridges across water hazards are not outside 

the area defined by stakes unless marked as such.

b) EXCEPT WHEN A BALL LIES IN OR TOUCHES A 

WATER HAZARD OR LATERAL WATER HAZARD, 

a player may obtain relief from interference by 

an immovable obstruction without penalty.

4. IMMOVABLE OBSTRUCTIONS (Rule 24-2)

a) All roads, paths and bridges.

b) Staked trees.

c) Water outlet covers.

d) Fixed sprinkler heads.

Note Ref (d): Fixed sprinkler head on or within 2 club lengths of the 

green and intervening on the line of play of a ball within 2 club 

lengths of such a sprinkler head but not lying on the green or in a 

hazard - the ball may be lifted, cleaned and dropped without penalty 

a) not nearer the hole and b) avoiding such intervention and c) 

not in a hazard on the putting green.

5. MOVEABLE OBSTRUCTIONS (Rule 24-1)

Stones and rakes in bunkers.

6. GROUND UNDER REPAIR (Rule 25-1)

a) Tractor marks

b) Areas marked by white stakes lines or 

G.U.R.

c) Young tree plantations marked G.U.R.

d) Temporary putting greens when not in 

use as putting greens.

Note ref (c) & (d):

Relief MUST be taken as provided in Rule 25-1

CARE OF THE COURSE & ETIQUETTE

Please smooth sand in bunkers. Replace 

divots.

Repair pitch marks on greens. 

Observe etiquette of golf.

EMERGENCY No. 01889 270845

ABRIDGED LOCAL RULES
R les are 

Branches at:

Weddington Road, Weddington, Nuneaton CV10 0AD

Tel: (024) 7632 6633  Fax: (024) 7674 7372

2 Holliers Walk, Hinckley, Leics LE10 1QW

Tel: (01455) 890003  Fax: (01455) 890241

Golf Shop: 01676 540542 • Offi ce/Clubhouse: 01676 541389
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Relief MUST be taken as provided in Rule 25-1

CARE OF THE COURSE & ETIQUETTE

Please smooth sand in bunkers. Replace 

divots.

Repair pitch marks on greens. 

Observe etiquette of golf.
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COMPETITION

DATE                                                 TIME

ENTRY NO              

Handicap              StrokesRec’d

Please indicatewhich tee used
PAR 70SSS 71

PAR 70SSS 70
PAR 72SSS 73

Player A

Player B
Member No.              

Member No.              

Hole Marker’sScore Name WhiteYards Yellow
Yards Par StrokeIndex Score

A
B Nett

Score
 W  =  + L  =  - H  =  O   POINTS

LadiesYards Par StrokeIndex

 1 Pools 
351 334 4 11 

318 4 5

 2 The Hall 376 365 4 7 

329 4 7

 3 The Mounts 386 373 4 3 

358 4 1

 4 Chase View 163 155 3 17 

145 3 17

 5 The Copse 368 349 4 5 

333 4 9

 6 The Haywoods 177 169 3 13 

153 3 15

 7 Wren’s Church 471 459 4 1 

414 5 3

 8 Trent Vale 332 324 4 15 

311 4 13

 9 Chetwynd 536 528 5 9 

433 5 11

                     OUT 3160 3056 35  

2794 36

 10 Talbot 407 391 4 10 

377 5 6

 11 Ingestre 345 327 4 18 

315 4 14

12 The Avenue 387 370 4 4 

331 4 10

13 Churchfield 152 142 3 16 

130 3 18

14 Shugborough 460 445 4 2 

394 4 2

15 Townfield 218 207 3 8 

190 3 12

16 Tixall 
338 326 4 14 

313 4 8

17 The Coverts 373 363 4 6 

352 4 4

18 Kingston Hill 517 506 5 12 

427 5 16

  
 

3197 3077 35  

2829 36

   
3160 3056 35  

2794 36

   
6357 6133 70  

5623 72

 

STABLEFORDPOINTS ORPAR RESULTS IN
OUT

TOTAL

HANDICAP
NETT

Holes Won  ..................             Holes Lost  ..................             Result  .........................             

Marker’s Signature  ................................................................................   

           

Player’s Signature  ....................................................................................  

           

PLEASE AVOID SLOW PLAY AT ALL TIMES



This has been an unimaginably challenging time 

for people up and down the country, but none more 

so than for clubs like yours. We’ve worked with 

organisations like yours for over 20 years,

so we understand the pressure you’re under.

That’s why we’ve been working tirelessly behind the 

scenes to support you, and fight for the best solutions 

to the issues you’re facing. From legal challenges 

against insurers, to advice, guidance and support. 

Doing everything we can to keep you protected,

until things return to normal.

WE’LL ALWAYS BE BY YOUR SIDE,
AND THIS IS OUR PROMISE TO YOU:

C LU B  I N S U R E  
I N S U R A N C E  S P E C I A L I S T S

C LU B  I N S U R E  
I N S U R A N C E  S P E C I A L I S T S

C LU B  I N S U R E  
I N S U R A N C E  S P E C I A L I S T S

This advert has been created for promotional purposes for Club Insure Ltd.

STANDING BY YOUR CLUB
WHATEVER COMES YOUR WAY

PROUD 
PARTNER
OF THE

• Personal reviews with our award winning teams

• In-house claims team for faster settlements

• Health & Safety and Risk Management Services

• Competitive finance packages.

• Wellbeing resources

• Bespoke advice and guidance

Call 0344 488 9204 for a 
comprehensive review,  or
visit club-insure.co.uk

OFFICIAL SUPPORTER OF

prostatecanceruk.org/clubinsure

Thank you sincerely for your 
work, advice co-operation 
and customer service 
dealing with our policy. 

You’ve been 10 out of 10, 
especially bearing in mind 
these troubled times.

“ 

 ”
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K and M Club Refurbishment 
Limited were asked to visit the 
Stony Stratford Conservative 
Club to discuss the proposed 
refurbishment of their Lounge Bar. 

Mary Robinson, Secretary of the 
Club, explained that in general the 
room was in very good condition 
but that the Committee wished 
to give the area a makeover for 

Stony Stratford Conservative Club 
Refurbishes Lounge Bar

the benefit of their very loyal 
membership.

The Club instructed K and 
M to prepare a design scheme 
and quotation, relating to the 
introduction of new furniture 
together with the reupholstering 
of the existing banquette seating, 
which all parties agreed would 
achieve the most cost effective 
transformation to the room. A 
scheme was produced and accepted 
with the works being undertaken The Club.

The Club’s New Seating Area.

before the Club re-opened from 
a Covid-19 lockdown, resulting 
in the membership returning to a 
modern comfortable Lounge Bar. 
Mary Robinson reported “that 
everyone thought that the room 
had been very nicely finished and 
that the furniture scheme did create 
a value for money refurbishment” .

We are pleased to hear the 
comments of the members and 
wish this successful Conservative 
Club continued success.
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The Waterloo and Taunton 
Conservative Club Committee 

Team have been out hand delivering 
a special little something to their 
Club’s ‘Honorary Members’ and 
‘Life Members’.

Usually ‘the Club’, based in 
Ashton-under-Lyne, would host an 
annual Pensioners Christmas Party, 
however due to coronavirus and the 
government tier 3 restrictions, this 
hasn’t been possible this year. So 
instead, they have taken a little bit of 
Christmas cheer direct to members.

Waterloo and 
Taunton Delivers 
Gifts to Members

Club Chairman, Leon Tamcken 
said ‘We couldn’t let our older 
members go without. Many live 
alone and we are usually the only 
social contact they have. It was 
great to see so many faces light up 
with joy as we surprised them with 
doorstep deliveries’.

Christmas Boxes included a 
bottle of wine, sandwiches, pork 
pie, luxury chocolates. 

The ACC congratulates the 
Club Committee on carrying out 
this wonderful exercise. 
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In this month’s Pages From 
The Past we go back 100 years 
to January 1921 which featured 
the ACC’s New Chairman’s 
address to ACC Clubs. It bears 
little resemblance to the current 
New Year’s message from 
the ACC’s Chief Executive 
featured on page 2 but there 
are still some familiar themes 
regarding what the ACC can 
do to assist Clubs. The address 
contains the message of what 
the ACC is for and how the 
wider Clubs’ family can support 
each other during difficult 
times. This does bear similarity 

Pages From The Past
to 2020 which for many will 
be a year to forget but has 
shown how the ACC can 
assist Clubs when regulations 
change quickly and when 
financial support is required. 
The message is also borne out 
by Clubs such as Waterloo and 
Taunton which hand delivered 
Christmas presents to Club 
Members during December. 
And that is always what Clubs 
will be about – for however 
difficult the circumstances, 
Clubs are by their nature there 
to support their Members and 
one another. 

In December the Braintree District 
Council erected the town’s 
Christmas tree outside the Braintree 
and Bocking Constitutional Club. 
The Club enabled this by offering 
to provide the electricity required 

Braintree and Bocking Constitutional Club

Dear ACC Clubs.
Following the implemen-

tation of various restrictions 
across the UK, we understand 
that some of you will be forced 
to close for varying periods.

We are writing to reassure 
you that if you are closed, your 
full cover will remain in place 
whilst you are mandated to 
close by the government and 
you will not be subject to the 
usual unoccupancy conditions 
placed on policies following 
30 days out of use (whether 
these be UK wide restrictions 
or those implemented by 
devolved administrations).

This means you can rest 
assured that you will remain 
protected throughout the 
period you are forced to be 
closed.

However, if your premises 
were permanently unoccupied 
before any lockdown, or 
you have since decided to 

permanently unoccupy your 
premises, you should speak to 
us as soon as possible.

We would ask that where 
safe and possible, you 
continue to visit the premises 
regularly and document these 
visits, along with recording 
any damage or defects found 
upon inspection.

It is a requirement, that you 
remove any waste from the 
premises to reduce any risk 
so please make sure this is 
completed before the property 
is vacated.

We’re always working hard 
to keep you protected and we 
hope this offers some peace of 
mind.

As always, if you have 
any questions, please don’t 
hesitate to speak to your usual 
point of contact.

The Club Insure Team
0344 488 9204

Club Insure Message

for the tree to be lit and were 
delighted by the finished result. In 
an otherwise difficult December, 
the Club were pleased to be able to 
bring some light and sparkle into 
the lives of the town’s residents.
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PAGES FROM THE PAST 



All  you need to do is complete the Order Form below and return it with 
your cheque. Or you can telephone/email your order, or shop online.

Please return this form to: The Association of Conservative Clubs Ltd,
1 Norfolk Row, London, SE1 7JP

Sales Order Line: 0207 2220868   email: assistance@toryclubs.co.uk
Order and pay online: www.toryclubs.co.uk   

REFERENCE NO. AND DESCRIPTION PRICE QUANTITY TOTAL PRICE
2021 I.A. Ticket £2.00

2021 ACC Diary £4.00

Club Law & Management Book: Revised Edition £10.00

Questions and Answers Book £10.00

Club Directory £3.50

ACC Silk Tie £15.00

Ladies ACC Scarf £15.00

ACC Lapel Pin £3.50

Signing In Book £13.00

Nomination for Membership Book £12.00

Register of Members with Index £20.00

Subscription Receipt Book £10.00

Minute Book £20.00

Secretary’s Daily Takings Book £15.00

Steward’s Daily Takings Book £15.00

Goods Received Book £10.00

Petty Cash Book £10.00

Wages Book PAYE £13.00

Terms & Conditions of Employment for Club Staff, Contract Pack, 2 Copies £15.00

Appointment of Steward(ess) Alone, Contract Pack, 2 Copies £25.00

Appointment of Steward and Stewardess, Contract Pack, 2 Copies £25.00

Bar Manager Contract Pack, 2 Copies £20.00

Club Secretary Contract Pack, 2 Copies £20.00

Portrait of HM The Queen £25.00

Prime Minister Portrait £45.00

Badge of Honour £75.00

Distinguished Service Award £30.00

Three Year Bar £10.00

Five Year Bar £10.00

Range of Committee Badges - Please call for details or order online £5.00

Please supply the items indicated on this Order Form to:
Name of Club ..........................................................................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
Delivery Address (if different from above) ...............................................................................................
A/C No. .............................................Date ...............................  Signed .................................................

Please note all prices include 1st Class Postage and Packing


